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FOR the last few years THE TECHNIC haselected its new editorial staff early in May,
instead of waiting until the last few days of the
college year. The newly elected Editor in Chief
is then assigned the task of getting out the June
issue. This, we believe, is a good plan and
should be adhered to. By this method the new
man becomes acquainted with his duties while
his predecessor is still near to offer suggestions
and criticism, if needed. Moreover, the former,
on his return to college in September, has a bet-
ter idea of what is expected of him, and there-
fore enters into his editorial duties with more
confidence in himself.
The annual election of the staff for 1904-1905
was held on May 12, and we take great pleasure
in now introducing you to those who shall suc-
ceed us:
George Bens-m,  Editor in Chief
Harry W. Eastwood,  Business Manager
Carl Wischmeyer,  Assistant Editor
Charles B. Palley,  Reviews
Ray G. Jenckes,  Alumni
Addison W. Lee,  Athletics
Henry Wischmeyer,
Maxwell S. Barker, Jr.,
Cleo B. Cook,  Artist
Mr. Benson has been successful in the capacity
of Local and Assistant Editor, and judging from
his interest and work in the past, we assure our
friends that THE TECHNIC is in capable hands.
We extend to Mr. Benson our best wishes, and
hope that he may have the earnest and hearty
support that it has been our good fortune to ex-
perience during our period of office.
The Assistant Editor, Mr. Carl Wischmeyer,
has had only one year's experience on THE
TECHNIC, but has shown a notable interest in
the work. The department of Rose Leaves, over
which he has supervision, is an important one,
and we are confident that Mr. Wischmeyer will
furnish valuable reading matter for the same.
The Review department, in charge of Mr. Fal-
ley, will also be well conducted next year. Mr.
Falley has fulfilled the duties of Junior Local in
an efficient manner during the past year.
Mr. Jenckes, the Alumni Editor, is without
experience on THE TECHNIC, but was chosen for
the position on account of his well-known ability
in this kind of work, as well as for his large ac-
quaintance with the Alumni. We wish him suc-
cess in his new position.
Those who know Mr. Lee, our new Athletic
Local
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Editor, will agree with us when we say that he
is one of the most enthusiastic athletes at Rose,
, and an easy writer. These characteristics assure
us that this branch of our college affairs will be
well looked after during the coming year.
Our Locals are both new, and therefore un-
tried. It is known, however, that Mr. H. Wisch-
meyer and Mr. Barker are handy with the pen
and ever on the alert for news—hence their fit-
ness for Local Editors.
You have only to look in the '05, Modulus to
see why Mr. Cook was elected Staff Artist. His
excellent work speaks for itself.
The important position of Business Manager
will be well filled next year. Mr. Eastwood has
shown, during his term as assistant, businesslike
qualities which predict him a worthy successor
to Mr. Blanchard.
Before we lay aside the editorial quill we wish
to thank all our readers—Faculty, Alumni, Stu-
dents and friends for their kind support and ap-
preciation of our humble efforts. By their pleas-
ant words and timely boosts they have indeed
lightened our cares and aided us in our endeav-
ors to fullfill our duties. We also desire to give
credit to our able Business Manager who has
conducted that part of THE TECHNIC in such a
manner that our work has never been hindered
through financial difficulties.
I T is now up to Rose to show how she can act
as hostess. We are all proud of Rose. In
the past she has done well in this capacity and
we feel sure that she will not fall down now.
We know that she stands for purity and fairness
in athletics. Those who have graduated have
gone away with the firm belief that she will hold
her own in the future, and we, who are still with
her, strive to keep up the good reputation made
for her by those who are gone.
Our teams have visited many colleges during
our life at Rose, and on their return one of our
first questions has always been: "How were
you treated ? " And when the boys tell us that
they were entertained royally and met gentle
manly fellows we at once gain a good impression
of our sister college. It is now up to us. What
are we going to do to show our visitors a good
time? How shall we entertain them? These
are questions which must be answered at once.
Let us treat them the best we know how. Let
each individual fellow make it his duty to do his
share of the entertaining. In the first place,
don't wait for introductions. Step right up to
the strangers and introduce yourself. A pleas-
ant talk, even for just a few minutes, will do
more than you can imagine to make our visitors
feel .at home and that they are among friends.
We recommend that the Rooters' Club appoint
an entertainment committee, whose duty it shall
be to do everything in their power to give 'our
visitors a good time. Men should be at the
depots to welcome all teams, and in this respect
such a committee could be of great value. The
committee could also see to it that interest is
stirred up among the fellows to mix in with all
our guests, and in every way help to make the
occasion of the Second Annual Meet of the I. C.
A. L. a large, grand and glorious success.
THE World's Fair at St. Louis is now open,and it is to be hoped that all of us will be
able to visit the great exposition during vaca-
tion. Surely there will be vast amounts of
knowledge to be gained therefrom, to say noth-
ing of the amusements.
Education is the grand purpose of the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition, and as the plan developed
in the minds of its projectors, it became evident
that a very much larger exposition than any
which had preceded it would be necessary, be-
cause more room would be required for the
demonstration of the processes of manufacture
or production than for the mere display of fin-
ished products.
The Exposition covers 1,240 acres,. while the
area at Chicago, the next largest, was 633.
Chicago had 82 acres under roof in its principal
exhibit palaces; the World's Fair at St. Louis
has 128 acres.
Among the numerous exhibits which will be
interesting to the engineering student may be
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found in the Transportation Building, a steel turn-
table, elevated some feet above the floor level of
surrounding exhibits, which will carry a mam-
moth locomotive weighing over 200,000 lbs.
The wheels of the locomotive will revolve at a
great speed, while the turntable will carry the
engine around continuously. A series of tests of
the most important types of recent locomotives
will be conducted in a laboratory in the Transpor-
tation Building, and daily bulletins of the work
will be issued, so that there may be the fullest in-
formation and discussion at every point of inves-
tigation.
Tests will also be made on electric railway
eqiiipments. Throughout the entire Exposition,
the engineering student will find practical appli-
cation of the theoretical principles he has been
studying, and one who visits the Fair with the
idea of learning, as well as having a good time,
may be greatly benefitted.
The offering of $200,000 in prizes for exhibits
along the lines of aerial navigation will doubtless
attract many aeronauts with their flying ma-
chines In the Mechanical and Electrical Build-
ings will be exhibited types of all the latest ma-
chines and appliances from nearly every part of
the world.
The Olympic games and other athletic con-
tests, which will take place between the date May
14 and November 24, will afford the rare oppor-
tunity of witnessing the meeting of the greatest
athletes of all countries in the most varied and
comprehensive carnival of athletics ever attempt-
• ed. On August 5 and 6 occur the Interscholastic
championships of the schools of the world. Aug-
ust 29, 30 and 31, and Sept. 1, 2 and 3, Olympic
games takes place.
•
One wishing to study the people of other
countries, together with their products of manu-
facture, modes of living, building architecture,.
etc., will be gratified by visiting the Pike.
Among the numerous concessions is the "Irish
Village," which displays a reproduction of the
Irish Houses of Parliaments, Ross Castle and an
Irish Round Tower. The gateway of Ross Cas-
tle forms the entrance to the village.
"Ahoun's Mysterious Asia" and "Empire of
India" is an amusement and mercantile conces-
sion, representing native industries, villages,
merchants, streets, and natives giving their
sports and pastimes, with camels, elephants,
sacred oxen, etc. In the entire reproduction
there will be upward of 750 people. " Cara-
gien's Ancient Rome" is the Rome of Nero dur-
ing his tenth year of reign. The features will
be the Roman Stadium in which the Roman
sports and pastimes will be represented, such as
Roman chariot and standing races, wrestlers,
jugglers, acrobats .and fencers. "The Fire Fight-
ers' Exhibit" presents all of the modern devel-
opments of the art of saving life and property
from fire. "The Creation" is the latest inven-
tion of Monsieur Rolstair. The spectator em-
barks upon a boat and is whisked through the
past centuries—each showing some characteristic
historical scenes and personages, until he reaches
the Garden of Eden, where he will be presented
to Monsieur Adam and Madame Eve.
Among the other attractions, which will be
found amusing and instructive are, "Esquimaux
Village," "Jerusalem," Russian Village," and
"To the North Pole."
•
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Cross-Bending Tests on Steel-Concrete Beams.
By PROF. MALVARD A. HOWE.
THROUGH the courtesy of the St. Louis Ex-panded Metal Fire-Proofing Company, of
St. Louis, Missouri, I am able to give you the re-
sults of a series of tests recently made at the Rose
Polytechnic Institute, under my direction, upon
beams of concrete reinforced with corrugated
steel bars.
The object of the test was to obtain the actual
strength in cross-bending of full-size concrete
beams reinforced with corrugated bars, accord-
ing to the formula of Mr. A. L. Johnson. It was
afterwards decided that, in conjunction with the
determination of the cross-bending strength,
there should also be recorded the deflections and
the movement of the neutral axis.
In order that the concrete and steel should rep-
resent products likely to obtain in practice, Atlas
cement, bank sand, crushed rock and corrugated
steel bars were purchased in the open market.
The mixing was done by a local contractor of
experience, with his own gang of men and in the
manner he ordinarily employed.
The quality of the materials was in general
good. The cement was satisfactory in every way.
The sand, while containing some "dirt," in the
form of yellow clay, was a fair representation of
bank sand used in Terre Haute. The crushed
limestone was in two parts, one course and the
other fine, the two mixed forming the run of the
crusher. The coarse stone would pass a screen
of one and one-half inch mesh and would stop at
one of one-half inch mesh; and the fine stone
would all pass a screen of one-half inch mesh.
The corrugated steel bars, when tested, showed
an elastic limit of about 60,000 lbs, and an ulti-
mate strength of about 100,000 lbs. The areas of
the bars were, in general, as advertised with the
exception of the 34-inch bars, which were found
to be 20 per cent, under size.
The proportion of cement, sand and stone was
practically one of
and stone.
The mixing was done on a concrete floor. The
'dry materials were placed in layers in the follow-
ing order: stone, sand and cement. The mass
was then turned twice dry and then twice wet,
the water being introduced from a hose. The
mixture was then shoveled into barrows and
wheeled to the molds and dumped over the sides.
Four to six inch layers were deposited the full
length of the molds and tamped with iron tamp-
ing bars. The first two batches were moder-
ately dry and the others pretty wet and required
but little tamping.
Very rigid knock-down molds were used and
no special means employed to obtain a smooth
surface on the concrete, other than that given by
mill finished lumber. The molds were not wet
before being filled and were not removed
until the beam was to be tested. The beams
were seasoned in basement rooms to a tempera-
ture of about 65 degrees F.
Table I. shows the general dimensions of the
beam and the arrangement of the steel bars. Al-
though the beams were widely different in the di-
mensions of length and depth, yet all were de-
signed on the same basis, the same percentage of
steel being intended for each beam.
From each batch of concrete two prisms,
6 x 6 x 9 inches, were made for compression tests.
Unfortunately, however, so little care was taken
in filling the molds that the specimens were very
porous and non-homogeneous; consequently the
results of the compression tests were of little
value.
"In testing a beam the ends were supported in
stirrups, free to swing on knife edges at about
the center line of the beam. Two equal, con-
centrated loads were applied, symmetrically about
the center of the beam, through knife edges in
rolling seats, thereby producing a constant bend-
* Paper presented to the Western Society of Engineers, April 6, 1904.
cement to seven parts of sand
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BEAM No. 8. TESTED DECEMBER 29, 1903.
Span, c-c of end stirrups  15 ft. 0 ins.
Span, c-c of concentrated loads   5 ft. 0 ins.
Distance, c-c of extensometers  6 ft. 0 ins.
Length, out to out, of beam  17 ft. 11 ins.
Weight of beam 2900 lbs.
Vertical distance between conical points of extensometer yokes  12( ins.
Vertical distance between graduated arcs on extensometers  275/i ins.
(Lower arc opposite lower conical point.)
;fatal Con. Ver. Deflec-
Load. tion at Cen-

























23300 105.0 (Max. Load).
22765 135.0























Crack 12 ins. E of W load.
Crack 6 ins. E of Centre, 8 ins. W of Centre
14 ins. W of Centre, 4 ins. E of W load,
18 ins. E of W load.
Crack under W load, shear crack 2 ins, above
bottom, extending 18 ins. E of W load.
Crack 6 ins. W of E load.
Crack 12 ins. W of W load.
Crack under E load 15° with vertical.
Crack 6 ins. W of Centre.





30 ins. W. of centre).
ing moment between the points of application of
the loads (excepting the variable moment pro-
duced by the weight of the beam). The rolling
seats for the knife edges were supported by
3% X 4-inch steel plates, bedded in plaster of paris
on top of the beam. This arrangement is shown
in Fig. 1, for beam No. 8.
The vertical deflections were read directly from
a scale on the side of the beam at the center by
means of a silk thread fastened opposite the knife
edges of the end stirrup.
Measurements for the determination of the re-
lative positions of neutral axis, under different
loads, were made in the following manner: Four
yokes were fastened to the beam by conical
points in the positions shown in the photograph
of Beam No. 8, Fig. 1. These were connected
by wooden strips, as shown, and the relative po-
sitions of these determined at the top and bottom
by means of a silk cord fastened to one and run-
ning over a graduated arc fastened to the other.
The first readings of the arcs were taken under a
small initial load. The data obtained can best
be illustrated by giving the complete notes for
Beam No. 8.
The general make-up of each beam is clearly
shown by Plate I. and Table I. Table II. gives
the result of the tests in terms of the loads, bend-
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TABLE I.










































2 Oct. 13 1 3-% 0.54 0.54 7 12 14 0
8 Oct. 13 2-3 4-% 0.72 0.72 8% 9% 12 17 0
4 Oct. 14 9 6-% 1.08 1.08 12g. 14 12 17 0
5 Oct. 14 5 2-g 0.74 0.60 85. 10 12 14 0
6a Oct. 14 6 1.11 0.90 13 14% 12 17 0
6b Oct. 14 6 1.11 0.90 13 14% 12 17 0
6c Oct. 14 8 1.11 0.90 13 14% 12 17 0
6d Oct. 14 6-7 1.11 0.90 13 14% 12 17 0
6e Oct. 15 12 1.11 0.90 13 14% 12 17 0
7a Oct. 13 3-4 4-3/ 1.48 1.20 174 19 12 19 6
7b Oct. 13 4 4-g 1.48 1.20 174 19 12 19 6
7c Oct. 14 9-10-11 4-g. 1.48 1.20 1774. 19 12 19 6
7d Oct. 14 7 4-3/ 1.48 1.20 175, 19 12 19 6
7e Oct. 14.  9 4-g 1.48 1.20 17M. 19 12 19 6
8 Oct. 13 2 2-N 1.10 1.06 12'. 14 12 17 0
9 Oct. 13 5 3-N 1.65 1.59 195. 21 12 19 6
11 Oct. 14 8 2-1 1.40 1.40 16M. 18 12 19 6
TABLE II.



















FT. IN. LBS. LBS.
1 74 10 0 34 825 4200
2 76 12 0 40 1150 8100
3 72 15 0 50 2000 12100
4 73 15 0 2860 19400
5 71 12 0 40 1700 11900
6a 71 15 0 50 2935 18300
6b 69 15 0 50 2950 19325
6c 115 15 0 50 2450 20400
6d 29 15 0 30 2960 15500
6e 29 15 0 30 3125 17000
7a 78 18 0 60 4450 30000
7b 78 18 0 60 4325 29000
7c 70 17 9 60 3800 30100
7d 68 18 0 80 4450 29900
7e 77 17 6 30 4200 22800
8 77 15 0 50 2900 23300
9 77 18 0 60 4850 34800





































14000 applied 6 ft. 6 in. Removed and loaded in center.
Failed by Comp. near center.
Failure same as 6d. Made of gravel from pit.
Several repetitions of load. Failed by shearing.
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*Vertical 34 inch corrugated bars placed as shown and 
not
attached to horizontal bars.
**The ends of the reinforcing bars bent as shown in sketch
below beam No. 11.
FIG. 6. Beam No. 3. Depth 934 inches, Span 15 feet.
By courtesy of the Railroad Gazette.
FIG. 5. Beam No. 1. Depth 5 inches, Span 10 feet.
FIG. 8. Beam No. 6e. (Gravel.) Depth 1434 inches, Span 15 feet.






























































































































































41/1. 0.45d 1700 170 66000 1
631 0.45d 1900 190 66000 1 1
834 0.38d 2300 230 64000 3 2
1231 0.34d 2500 250 64800 9 3
831 0.42d 1500 150 60500 5
13 0.37d 1500 150 51.000 6
13 0.37d 1500 150 54000 6 4
13 0.42d 1400 140 58300 8
13 7 5
13 12 5
1731 , 0.39d 1600 160 57000 4 6
1731 0.63d 1600 160 53500 4 7
173( 0.36d 1600 160 53500 11
1731 0.35d 1400 140 47600 7 8
1731 0.35d 1600 160 52200 9 8
1231 0.36d 2000 200 54000 2
1931 0.40d 1400 140 45000 5 9
1631 0.39d 1700 170 50500 8 10
1 Reset upper arc at 6000 lbs.
Cord of upper arc touched at 7000 lbs.
Center load, hence axis may not be correctly located.
4 Repeated loading.
5 No records for y1.
6 Cord of upper arc touched at 25000 lbs.
7 Cord of lower arc touched at 6000 lbs.
8 Repeated loads and failed in shear.
9 Failed in shear.
10 Upper cord touched at 16000 lbs.
TABLE IV.
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ing moments and mode of failure. Table III. was
computed by Johnson's Formula, using the value
of yi obtained from the experiments. This value
was, in most cases, found graphically. For four
beams, however, it was computed and the result-
ing values plotted. These lines showed that at
the commencement of the loading the neutral
axis was below the centre of the beam. As the
load increased in magnitude, the axis moved up-
ward very rapidly until the cracks commenced to
appear on the bottom of the beam; then the axis
remained approximately in the same position as
long as the concrete did not show signs of failure
in compression, as indicated by the drop of the
scale beam. At or near the end of the experi-
ment the axis, sometimes, not always, dropped
suddenly. (See Figs. 2, 3 and 4.)
The value of yi are probably in error, but not
enough to be of any practical importance. The
travel of the neutral axis is correctly obtained by
the methods employed (assuming that a plane
section remains plane after its distortion of the
fibres), but its exact location in reference to the
centre of the beam is not known, as the experi-
ments were commenced under an initial load in-
cluding the weight of the beam.
Table IV. was computed, using the same values
of yi as employed in Table III., under the assump-
tion that the concrete resisted no tension, and
that in compression the distortion of the concrete
was proportional to the stress producing it.
Throughout the entire series of experiments,
the curves of deflection and extension showed a
marked similarity. The appearances after tests
of six of the eighteen beams tested, and the plot-
tings of the result obtained for three of the beams
are very clearly shown in Figures 5 to 10, in-
clusive, and illustate the general characteristics
of the beams. These diagrams were prepared by
Mr. T. L. Condron, M. W. S. E., from the orig-
inal records of the tests. By plotting the upper
and lower extensometer readings in their correct
relative position as regards the beam, and con-
necting the corresponding points with rays, the
intersection of these inclined rays with the initial
vertical line, determines the location of the neu-
tral axis at each stage of the test. It will be
noted that these diagrams show in another way
the same movement of the neutral axis as do
Figs. 2 to 4, inclusive, already referred to. The
distance of the neutral axis above the plane of re-
inforcing is given for the highest position of the
neutral plane and not for the position at the time
of maximum load. In these diagrams the deflec-
tions are given in decimals of an inch. The ex-
tensometer readings are plotted as observed.
Ten divisions on the extensometers equaled
0.03932 inches or approximated 255 divisions to
the inch.
The small circles and letters on the deflection
curves indicate where fine hair cracks were first
observed in the concrete on the tension sides of
the beams and the relative position of these first
cracks is shown on the small sketches on each
diagram.
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A Trip Through Some Indiana Caves.
By PROF. JOHN B. PEDDLE, '88.
DURING the summer of 1896 it was my for-tune to be one of. a party of four which
accompanied Prof. W. S. Blatchley, our State
Geologist, on a trip through the southern part of
this State, exploring the caves which are so plen-
tiful in that region. My part of the work was
to map and photograph the caves.
These caves occur in a bed of oolitic limestone
which, starting from the neighborhood of Green-
castle, extends in a southerly direction through
the middle of the State, and, after crossing the
Ohio, extends into Kentucky.
Rainwater containing a small quantity of car
bon dioxide, which it gets from the air, and ac-
quiring more as it seeps through decaying vege-
tation, has a considerable solvent action on this
stone. It first works its way into cracks and
crevices of the stone and enlarges them by dis-
solving away the sides. In time the passage
becomes large enough for a considerable stream
of water, when the action becomes largely one of
erosion and proceeds more rapidly. Streams of
considerable size are sometimes found in these
caverns, large enough to float small boats. In
other caves, although the marks of erosion are
plainly apparent, the stream which did the work
has long since dried up and everything is cov-
ered with the dust of centuries.
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Sink holes are very common in this region.
They are depressions in the ground formed by
the caving in of an underground chamber, and
through them the water reaches its subterranean
channels. These channels are often very small,
but in many cases the sink holes admit one to
large caves, and many caves have been discov-
ered through them.
The water in these caves acts in two very dif-
ferent ways. The first I have just spoken of,
where it cuts away the rock. A second, and no
less important action is that of building up new
rock. As the water trickles through the cracks
in the roof of the cave it is heavily charged with
dissolved carbonate of lime, and as there is al-
most always some movement of the air, the air
currents passing over this water, which hangs in
drops from the ceiling, tends to evaporate it, and
the limestone which was carried in solution is
left as a deposit on the spot to which the drops
clung. This deposit thickens with time, and
finally becomes a pendant mass much resembling
an icicle, and called a stalactite. The drops fall-
ing from this to the floor start a deposit of the
same kind, which grows upward, forming a pillar
called a stalagmite. The stalagmite in some
cases meets the stalactite and forms a solid col-
umn with it from the roof to the floor.
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The color of these formations varies with the
nature of the water. Where only limestone is
carried by the water the deposit is of a pure glit-
tering white, but if the water is at all muddy the
result is a dirty brown.
The shapes are often very fantastic, and are
sometimes of extreme beauty, in fact they assume
all the forms which are familiar to us in the ice
formations of winter, such as icicles, frozen wa-
terfalls and the like.
In Wyandotte cave, near the southern bound-
ary of the State, we found some exceedingly curi-
ous stalactite formations. Along certain passages
there were numerous little stalactites, about the
size of a lead pencil, which branched like choral,
and not only did they branch sideways, but I
even noticed some which branched upwards. No
explanation which I heard to account for this
was entirely satisfactory to me. It is said that
the direction of the air currents of this cave,
while quite constant for considerable periods of
time, varied with the season; that is, that they
blew out of the cave in the summer and into it
in the winter, and it is supposed that the drops
which formed the stalactites were forced first to
one side and then to the other for a long enough
time for the separate branches to form. This,
however, would hardly account for those branches
which had an upward tendency. Prof. Collett,
formerly State Geologist, asserted that they "are
pushed out of the solid rock and still growing
from the bottom," "a statement which," as
Prof. Blatchley observes, "the average scientist
of today will accept cunt grano salis."
Another natural formation which was noticed
in Wyandotte cave, and in none of the others we
visited, was the Gypsum rosettes which decor-
ated the walls of some of the passages. These
were three or four inches in diameter, and were
strikingly beautiful flower forms of stone, and
complete even to the stems. They were formed
by slender crystals of gypsum which were ex-
truded from the pores of magnesian limestone,
and then uniting, formed the curved petals of
the flowers. The beauty and faithfulness of the
representations can hardly be believed unless
seen. In some of the adjacent passages Epsom
salts were found growing out of the walls and
closely resembling grass in form.
I was interested in getting some data as to the
rapidity with which the limestone deposits were
made by the water. Such information was neces-
sarily vague, and probably gives only a rough
idea of the actual facts. At one place where
a large stalactite had been broken off about 50
years ago, a little stalatite had started, and was
long and 34." thick.
The caves we visited varied greatly in size.
In some we were able to go back only about two
hundred feet from the entrance, but in others we
could penetrate for several thousand feet. Un-
fortunately for us the summer was rather wet,
and in many caves our passage was barred by
streams or pools of water too deep to ford and
impossible to get around. The cross-section of
the passages likewise varied greatly. In most
cases it was possible for me to reach to the roof
to smoke the marks from which my measure-
ments were made, but we were often forced to
stoop or crawl or worm our way along on our
bellies. In breadth they probably averaged ten
or fifteen feet, but were sometimes broadened out
to thirty or forty feet or more.
Wyandotte cave is the largest in the state,
and is said to be the largest in the country after
Mammoth cave in Kentucky. We were not per-
mitted to make measurements in it except for a
few rooms, but I fortunately carried a pedo-
meter, and while the readings from it could not
be relied upon as exact on account of the num-
erous climbs over fallen rock and stooping for low
passages, I think they gave a fair idea of the dis-
tance we traveled over.
According to these readings we found that the
current statements of distances were grossly ex-
aggerated. One part of the cave which was va-
riously given as from two to three miles long I
found to be a trifle over one mile. The total
length of this cave usually shown to the visitor
is a little over four miles. Large parts of this
cave remain to be explored, or have only been
explored by guides.
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Some of the rooms in the cave are enormous.
One called Odd Fellows' Hall measured 210'x90',
and its height, as determined by a rough trian-
gulation was 60 or 70 feet.
Another room, cglled the Senate Chamber,
measures 144'x56'. A great mass of rock has
fallen from the roof and forms what is called
Capitol Hill, 32' high. From the top of it to the
roof is an immense stalacto-stalagmite column of
satin spar 71 feet in circumference, and called
the Pillar of the Constitution.
Another room, said to be the largest known
underground room anywhere, is called Rothrocks
cathedral. A great hill of broken rock has been
formed in it by falls from the roof, and is 135
feet high, while the doom itself is some forty or
fifty feet above this. The crest of the hill has,
as usual, several stalagmite columns in process
of formation by the drippings from the roof,
and the surface of the hill near the top is, from
the same cause, so smooth and slippery as to
make the climb very difficult. Everything in
this cave is on a gigantic scale, but while it has
a majestic grandeur calculated to awe the vis-
itor, it has not the beauty, I think, of another
cave at Marengo, Crawford county, which we
visited shortly before.
This cave has a total length of some 3,800 feet
and is full of beautiful Water formations from one
end to the other.
The air in most of these caves is remarkably
dry, pure and cool.
I was much struck one hot summer day by the
overpowering smell of the forest vegetation as we
emerged from the cave. I had not noticed it be-
fore we entered, nor did I after we had been out
a short time, but it was very strong at first.
The temperature in Wyandotte is 54 degrees
Pahr. the year round. The entrance is used to
some extent as a cold storage room for vegetables,
some kinds of which keep excellently in it.
In this connection there is a story current that
some years ago a party of Evansville gentlemen
started in to corner the onion market by buying
up all the onion sets produced that season.
They sent them in barrels to Wyandotte cave
for storage, but unfortunately for their plans the
onions sprouted and the corner and the onions
were both ruined. The shrivelled skins of the
onions and a strong smell still clung to the spot
when we visited it some twelve years later, and
gave a mute confirmation to the story.
Another experiment of a somewhat different
character was made in this cave at another time.
It was argued that the purity of the air made it
an excellent thing for consumptives, providing
they could get enough of it. Accordingly a
little colony of them built some huts in the cave
a few hundred feet from the entrance and took
up their abode. As might have been expected
the absence of sunlight made it the last abode of
some of them, and this experiment like the other
came to grief.
In only one cave did we find any trace of choke
damp. This is only likely to collect at the
bottom of blind descending passages, where the
ventilation is poor. Three of the party set out
to explore a side passage in Shiloh cave near
Bedford. They reported that they had gotten in
some 900 feet when their candles began to burn
dim and finally went out. They immediately
made a break through the darkness for the en-
trance, and after stumbling through water and
mud and over fallen rock for what seemed like
an age they emerged into the main cave, and a
more frightened set of men I never saw. A man
of the neighborhood who was with this party had
so completely lost his nerve that he refused to
remain in any part of the cave, and though it was
raining torrent3 outside, said he preferred to take
his chances in the open air.
There are in most of the caves plentiful signs
of their having been inhabited, at least to a
limited extent, by various animals.
In several caves we found bear wallows where
the bears had worn smooth bowl shaped depres-
sions in the clay floor and where there were
marks of their claws on the walls.
Fox and coon tracks were found in the en-
trances of many caves.
We found blind fish in the streams of only a
few of them. They averaged, I should say,
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about four inches long and were of a dirty white
color. They had no trace of eyes but something
in the shape of whiskers around the mouth which
I presume took the place, in part at least ,of eyes.
They did not seem to be sensitive to light nor
sound, but would quickly change their course if
there was any movement in the water near them.
Another cave inhabitant which interested me
very much was the bat. We found bats in con-
siderable numbers in Wyandotte cave and were
told that they came in, in multitudes in winter.
They cling to the roughened surfaces of the ceil-
ing, and in winter are closely crowded together,
sometimes forming great balls. Prof. Blatchley
counted the number on a measured area of 1.7
sq. ft. and found it to be 401. The interesting
thing to me was how they managed to find their
way in and out through the absolute darkness of
the cave. They were found at a distance of a mile
from the cave's mouth, and the passages through
which they came were in some places exceedingly
tortuous and complex. In one place it was
necessary for them to go through a small hole,
possibly one-ond-one-half feet square but they
apparently flew through it unerringly. At one
time, for some purpose or other this hole was
closed by a wooden door, and shortly after when
the guides came to that place they found the
bats lying around it by the bushel, having flown
against the door and killed themselves. This
would seem to show that they do not feel their
way along but fly at full speed.
Another interesting question about this animal
is as to how when it winters in the cave, it knows
of the approach of warm weather outside since,
as I said before, the cave temperature is uniformly
at 54°. Still another question is as to how those
bats which come into the cave during the day only
and go out again at night know when it is time
to leave.
One other cave inhabitant or visitor who is of
some interest is the prehistoric man. In Wyan-
dotte cave there are numerous evidences of his
presence and some interesting questions regard-
ing it still unsolved.
At the end of the Old Cave, so-called, is the
Senate Chamber and the Pillar of the Constitu-
tion, mentioned before. The base of the Pillar
has had tons of material broken from it which
lies in fragments around the top of the hill. The
room was apparently a work shop for the manu-
facture of some unknown implements or orna-
ments from the satin spar of which the Pillar is
composed.
Prof. Blatchley dug a trench in the debris and
found it some four feet down to solid rock. He
foetid a great deal of charcoal and ashes, and
mixed with it fragments of the spar and the bones
of some small animals. The latter crumbled to
pieces almost as soon as touched and could not
be identified. This was all here when the cave
was discovered. He also found a number of
glacial bowlders which the quarrymen had evi-
dently used as hammers.
What they did with the material is unknown
as no ornaments or implements made of it are
found nearby and it is too soft to use for arrow
or spear points. One plausible suggestion is
that this was a rock pile upon which the pre-
historic tramp was exercised, but plausible as this
theory may appear I suspect that it will require
some corroborative evidence before it can be
considered as fully established.
In other parts of the cave there were quantities
of hickory bark and poles of linn and sassafrass.
They are in some cases charred and are evidently
the fuel stores of the ancient workmen.
In some places the roof is smoked black and
it seems probable that these were places where
fires were kept going all the time to supply fire-
brands or torches. One is almost appalled at the
idea of anyone attempting to penetrate these vast
and intricate passages with so uncertain and
pre-carious a provision for light.
The Old Cave has been known for nearly a
century, but a part of what is known as the New
Cave has been discovered about fifty years ago.
The passage to it is extremely small and when
found was nearly closed up by water deposited
stone. It was enlarged sufficiently for a man to
pass through and one of the first discoveries made
was that this part of the cave had been previously
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visited by man. Numerous moccasin tracks
were found on the soft ground, as well as torches
and smoked walls.
No other opening to this cave is known, and
just how, the former visitors entered it is not
clear.
We may believe, with Prof. Collett, that the
present opening is the ancient one, and that it
has since been closed up by stone deposit. This
would mean that it has been anywhere from one
to two thousand years since the last visitors
used it.
Or we may adopt Prof. Blatchley's idea that
some other passage was known, which was acci-
dentally or intentionally closed. There seems to
be no certain way of determining the truth, and
it is likely to remain forever one of the unsolved
mysteries of this cavern.
ALUMNI NOTES.
Claiborne Pirtle, '98, who has been with the
General Electric Company since his graduation,
has taken a position with the Electric Controller
and Supply Co., at Cleveland, Ohio. He will
have charge of that company's exhibit at the St.
Louis Fair, and his address will be Exhibit Sec-
tion No. 5, Space No. '28, Louisiana Purchase
Exposition, St. Louis, Mo.
Harry B. Stilz, '98, of the Naval Construction
Bureau, U. S. Navy Dept., has been transferred
from Bath, Maine, to Seattle, Wash.
Robert Warren, '02, is in Terre Haute, and
will be here for some time, in order to rest his
eyes. He has resigned his position as Assistant
City Chemist of Kansas City, Mo.
W. D. Mundy, '95, has resigned his position
as Master Mechanic of the St. Louis Transit Co.
T. G. Pierson, '97, made a short stop in the
city the first of the month, and was at the Insti-
tute for a few moments.
W. D. Ingle, '03, has resigned his position
with the St. Louis Transit Co., and is now in
Oakland City, Ind.
Robert York, '00, recently made a short visit
in the city, while on his way east.
The Electrical World of April 16 published an
article entitled, "A Long Span Transmission
Line," and written by Mr. Brent Wiley, '89.
The article is exceptionally well written, and has
received very favorable comment.
:de:r7-1gWg.
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The DeLaval Steam Turbine.
By CHARLES B. FALLEY, '05.
IN 1629 an Italian architect, Branca by name,gave a description of a turbine or steam
wheel in which a jet of steam was caused to im-
pinge upon the blades of a rotating wheel. This,
in general principle, is the main feature of the
De Laval Steam Turbine. All attempts at per-
fecting this machine had, however, proven non-
successful until about 1883, when De Laval
brought out a machine of the Branca type, of
which Prof. Thurston says: "The result was
an astonishing efficiency in many cases of good
design; and the Branca form particularly ex-
hibited such satisfactory qualities as to make it a
permanent and standard addition to our list of
prime movers."
The De Laval Turbine consists of a single disc
with properly formed vanes or buckets around
the circumference on which the steam is directed,
by means of nozzles, at an angle of about 20°.
A volume of steam of maximum pressure enters
the nozzles from a ring-shaped chamber surround-
ing the turbine casing. The characteristic fea-
ture of this turbine is that the steam is com-
pletely expanded before it reaches the wheel.
This is accomplished by means of a divergent
nozzle which permits the entering steam to grad-
ually and adiabatically expand to minimum pres-
sure, since every element of the nozzle comes to
a constant temperature equal to that of the pass-
ing steam. As this pressure is that of the sur-
rounding medium, the steam issues from the
nozzle in a solid jet and its particles have no ten-
dency to divert in any direction. Such expan-
sion of the steam, before it enters the vanes is of
much practical importance because it allows con-
siderable clearance between the circumference of
the turbine wheel and the case. This permits
the use of a very flexible shaft so that a slight
displacement of the wheel may take place with-
out injurious results.
Other builders have overcome the impossibility
of producing a wheel evenly enough balanced to
revolve at a velocity sometimes as high as 1,300
ft. per second, without causing a side_ pressure
destructive to plain bearing and rigid shaft, by
a series of expansions from the smaller vanes
to larger ones in separate chambers, by means
of nozzles similar to those of De Laval. This
is the Curtis method of applying the prin-
ciple of compounding and enables the wheel
to be constructed with a smaller number of
blades than in the Parsons turbines, but a much
larger number tharl in the De Laval. This also
has the disadvantage of possible erosion to the
vanes or blades; however such action is much
reduced by the use of superheated steam. The
nozzles employed, as before mentioned, are simi-
lar to those of De Laval, but the expansion is
not complete within the nozzle, as the inventor
wished a certain amount to occur while passing
A 300 H. P. DELAVAL STEAM TURBINE DYNAMO, 200 K.W. DIRECT CURRENT. 1 
°-Zat
This machine has two power shafts operated by the single pinion between their gears. As shown, each power shaft operates the armature 1
of a dynamo. The total space occupied by the machine is 15' long, 6' 3/1 wide, and 4' in height. I
--)
Two PHASE DELAVAL TURBINE ALTERNATOR OF 300 H. P.
Courtesy of The Turbine Engineering Co. Supplement IO THE ROSE TECHNIC, May, 1904
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through the wheel in order to counteract any re-
tardation possibly taking place through friction
between the steam and the vanes. The Curtis
wheel is designed to revolve at a much lower
speed than half that of the acting steam. Thus
when the steam issues from the first compart-
ment it is directed against the second set of mov-
ing blades, by means of the nozzles, with a high
residual velocity which is taken up by this second
set, and so on.
In the Parsons turbine the steam flows through
the wheel in a direction parallel to the axis of rota-
Courtesy of The Turbine Engineering Co.
THE WHEEL AND NOZZLE OF A DELAVAL TURBINE.
tion and is expanded continuously from boiler
pressure to vacuum. It first impinges against a
fixed row of directing blades which serve only to
cause it to flow at a proper angle onto a similar
ring of revolving blades, and so on. Suppose, for
example, that the steam expands from 100 pounds
to zero, and that there are 40 rows of guides and
moving vanes. If the expansion coefficient is the
same all the way through, the pressure would
drop 24 pounds at each change and the velocity
of flow, relative to these pressure changes, would
be about 400 ft. per sec. When complete ex-
pansion takes place in a tozzle, before the steam
comes in contact with the revolving vanes, sup-
pose its velocity to be something like 3,000 ft.
per second and acting on a single wheel, it would
rotate it with one-half the velocity of the steam
or about 1,500 ft. per second as against about
400 ft. per second when the steam is expanded
in a series of steps. Thus the only object in
using a compound turbine in preference to a sin-
gle one is to reduce the speed.
The peripheral velocity of a De Laval turbine
wheel is often as high as 1,200 ft. per second, or
as great as the use of the strongest materials will
permit with safety. De Laval, in designing
his turbines, has frankly accepted this high
bucket speed and built his machines in such a
way that they run satisfactory at as high a
speed, in the smaller machines, as 30,000 revo-
lutions per minute. This is accomplished by the
use of a very slender shaft so flexible as to allow
the wheel, when in motion, to revolve around its
own center of gravity and which is conducive to
steadiness of motion at high speeds. This flexi-
ble shaft is supported in three bearings which are
very simple in construction, being made in halves
and are easily taken out for examination. They
are lined with anti-friction metal and the bear-
ings, in even the largest machines, may be re-
moved and replaced without removing the shaft
from its seat. There is also a flexible bearing at
the out end of the turbine which is free to oscil-
late with the shaft, and whose only use is to
prevent the escape of steam when running non-
condensing, or air from entering the wheel case
when running condensing.
The disadvantage of the De Laval turbine is
the high velocity at which the blades revolve,
necessitating the use of reduction gearing to gain
speeds of rotation low enough for practical pur-
poses. In the more powerful motors of this type
the larger turbine wheels used allow smaller
velocities to be obtained without reducing the
speed of the vanes, but in all cases the number of
revolutions of the turbine wheel per minute is
very Ugh. The reduction gearing consists of a
double helical gear wheel in contact with pinions
on the flexible shaft. The teeth in two rows are
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set to each other at an angle of 900, thus avoid-
ing the necessity of a thrust bearing by doing
away with any tendency of the turbine wheel shaft
or power shaft, on which the gear wheels are situ-
ated, to a lengthwise motion. The gear wheels
are made of solid cast-steel, or of cast-iron -i,vith
steel rims pressed on, and the reduction usually
made is 10 to 1. Great strength is not required in
these teeth as, owing to the high speed of rotation
of the wheel shaft and the small diameter of the
pinion, the forces acting upon them are not so
large as one might imagine. A speed of 25,000
revolutions per minute may be taken as an ex-
ample for a 10 H.P. turbine; then with a pinion
one inch in diameter, acting on gearing designed
to give a speed of rotation of 2,500 revolutions
per minute to the power shaft, it will be seen that
the force exerted on the teeth will be quite small.
For such a turbine as this the vane wheel is only
12 centimeters in diameter, while for a 300 H.P.
machine it is 70 centimeters in diameter, and its
average angular velocity is 7,500 revolutions per
minute.
With the high speed employed in the De Laval
turbine a small, yet very effective, governor is
used. A small case is attached to the end of the
power shaft next to the turbine and two half
cylinders pivoted in this by means of knife edges.
These cylinders or weights have projecting lugs
pressing on a spindle which acts, by means of a
lever, on the steam admission valve. When the
speed exceeds the normal, the weights fly apart
by centrifugal force, press upon a spring seat,
which acts on the valve spindle, and cut off a
part of the steam flow. The spring balances the
centrifugal force and may be adjusted by a nut.
It may be well, in concluding, to offer a short
comparison as to efficiency, et cetera, between
the steam turbine, the hydraulic turbine, and
the reciprocating engine. The action of the
steam turbine consists in the changing of the
steam's heat energy into kinetic energy and trans-
ferring that to the rotating parts of the turbine.
This latter is much the same as in the water tur-
bine, but the former is entirely different. In a
water turbine the fluid is practically at a constant
temperature and volume, and its kinetic enery is
only gained at the expense of potential energy,
owing to head or pressure. On the other hand,
care has to be taken to prevent loss of heat energy
by radiation, and this is not demanded in the
water turbine. The most important difference is
the comparison of velocities in the two motors.
A jet of water one inch in diameter and issuing
under a pressure of 100 lbs. per square inch will
discharge about 41 lbs. per second at a velocity of
close on to 121 ft. per second. This means
about 9,500 ft. lbs. of energy per second, and if
acting on a turbine of 100% efficiency it would
generate 17 horse power. Now, a jet of steam
of same size, etc., would deliver only 1.65 lbs.
per second, but it would do this at a velocity of
1,565 ft. per second, giving an energy of over
55,000 ft. lbs. per second. If this should act on a
steam turbine of 100% efficiency it would gener-
ate over 100 horse power. Of course these dif-
ferent properties of water and steam require that
hydraulic and steam turbines be constructed very
differently from each other. Another advantage
of the steam turbine over the water motor is that
all friction in the latter is a total loss, while in
the former it may serve to further heat the act-
ing fluid.
As compared with the ordinary steam engine
the greatest possible thermo-dynamic efficiency
as represented by the formula 
T1—T2 
i Ti , s the same
in each, but the causes which reduce this effi-
ciency in the reciprocating engine are far more
numerous than in the turbine. One of the main
losses in the reciprocating engine is on account
of the alternate contact with the cylinder walls
and parts with the hot steam and then with the
colder exhaust. There is no such loss in the
turbine, as the steam passes constantly in the
same direction, thus enabling the surfaces of the
turbine to remain at the same temperature. An-
other loss which is not possible with the turbine,
and is said to be considerable in the reciprocat-
ing engine, is that due to the steam leaking past
the side valves to the exhaust. Friction is also
a source of great loss in the reciprocating steam
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engine. It is said that this often absorbs more
than one-fourth of the I.H.P. of the engine.
With the exception of a slight friction due to the
bearings of the shafts the turbine friction is of
an entirely different nature. It consists in the
friction of the steam against itself, against the sur-
faces of the turbine and against water deposited
by the steam. This, however, is very slight and
may practically be avoided by the use of super-
heated steam and jacketing the turbine. As before
remarked, this friction also serves to heat the
steam to some extent, while in the reciprocating
engine, the valve and piston cause most of the
friction, and part of such generated heat is given
to the exhaust and thus does little good.
Another advantage for the turbine is that no
internal lubrication is required. This permits
the exhaust steam to be returned to the boiler
without the use of a filter and allows the use of
superheated steam. When this is used in re-
ciprocating engines there is trouble with the in-
side lubrication and danger of the piston and
valves sticking on account of the different parts
expanding more than the others.
The writer has been asked to mention some of
the disadvantages peculiar to the turbine. The
only disadvantage that he has been able to dis-
cover is that of leakage at the parts where the
shaft leaves the case. This was found mainly
in the older machines, and with the use of vari-
ous improvements, little or no such loss is said to
occur.
THE TECH TELEGRAPH CO.
The telegraph line has been working well this
term, and most of the members have made quite
rapid progress in the language of the dots and
dashes.
CAMERA CLUB.
Several new photos have been added to the
collection on exhibition in the club case. The
club expects to take a few trips this spring in
search of picturesque spots of Indiana scenery.
MANDOLIN CLUB.
Yeager, '07, has withdrawn from the Mando-
lin Club. The club will lose two good members
by the. out-going of the Senior class, Crain and
Barbazette. It hopes, however, to partially off-
set this loss by the in-coming of the Freshman
class.
Mr. Brandenburg is preparing a nice list of
new music for next season. The club will pro-
bably give a concert of its own some time next
fall.
Y. M. C. A.
T. G. Pierson, Rose '97, made the Y. M. C. A.
another visit on April 29th, and addressed the
meeting. Mr. Pierson made an excellent talk,
and will always be welcomed back to old Rose.
The officers of the Association would like to
see a larger number out to the meetings. They
are held every Friday night at seven o'clock in
the Association room. If you will come it will
be an hour well spent.
Don't forget that the Association is a regular
subscriber to several magazines and weeklies
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MILLIKIN UNIVERSITY Vs. ROSE.
ROSE won the first game of the seasonfrom Millikin University on April 16.
Demmitt was in the box for Rose, and he held
the visitors safe at all stages of the game, strik-
ing out fifteen men. He would have had a shut-
out to his credit but for his support, which was
very ragged at times. Neither side put up a
good fielding game, as the error account shows,
but this may be partly accounted for by the day,
which was cold and very windy, and partly by
its being practically the first game of the season.
Heavy batting was the order of the day, both
Bowsher and Demmitt getting triples, while
Baylor and Moses each got a two-base hit. Score:
R. P. I.
A.B. R. H. S.H. P.O. A. E.
Reed, c , 4 3 2 0 17 2
Bowsher, c. f......4 I 3 o o o
Demmitt, p., 4 2 I 0 0 0
Daily, 3, 3 2 2 3 o o
Freudenreich, 2, . . 4 0 0 I 2 0 2
McBride, I, 3 o o o 4 0
Stoddard, s., . 3 I I I I 2
Baylor, 1 f, 5 3 3 o o
Bland, r. 2 3 0 0 0 0 0
— —
Total, 32 14 12 4 27 4 8
MILIJKIN UNIVERSITY.
A B. R. H. S.H. P.O. A. E.
Wasem, s., 5 2 0 0 0 2 0
WOOd, 2, . . . 5 I I 0 I I 2
Moses, C., 2 I I 0 5 2 0
Simcox, r., 5 o o o o
Snyder, I, 5 3 i 0 II
Tankesley, 1. f., .... 5 I I 0 2 I 2
McDavid, p. and c. f., . • 5 o o o o 8
House, 3, 4 o 0 o 5 0
Hill, c. f. and p., . . . 5 0 0 0 0 0 1
Total, 41 8 5 0 24 15 9
SCORE BY INNINGS.
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
R, P. I.,  0 3 0 3 o 8
Millikin,  o I 0 I I 0 3
Two-base hits—Baylor, Moses.
Three-base hits—Bowsher, Demmitt.
Struck out—By Demmitt, fifteen; byMcDavid, three.
Passed balls—Reed, three.
Hit by pitcher—By McDavid, four.
Bases on balls—By Demmitt, four; by McDavid, six.
Umpire—Reed.
THE INDIANA GAME.
8 9 R HE
o * 15 12 8
0 2 8 5 9
The team met its first defeat of the season on
April 16th, when it played Indiana University
at Bloomington. Daily was in the box for Rose
and pitched a steady game all through the game,
striking out ten men and Only allowing four hits,
two of Which should have been easy put outs. But
he had no support, as the team went to pieces at
critical moments when errors meant runs.
Neither side could do anything in the first in-
ning, but in the second both Demmitt and Bay-
lor hit and were advanced on Freudenreich's sac-
rifice, but Demmitt was run down between third
and home, and Stoddard and Bland could not
connect safely. In Indiana's half of the inning
Ross hit a safe one, and Hall sacrificed, but
both men were safe on Freudenreich's error.
Aikman got a life on Daily's error, and O'Don-
nell' s lucky hit past short scored two men; Bland's
muff of Boyle's short fly letting in another.
The next three men, however, could not solve
Dailey's delivery and were retired in order.
No more scoring was done until the fifth,
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when " Friday " fumbled Clevenger's grounder.
Clevenger then took second on Hall's hit to
left.
In the sixth, Demmitt got to first on Way's
error and went to third on Baylor's hit over sec-
ond. With two men on bases, Freudenreich sent
a short fly to right field and Stoddard fanned.
Indiana scored again in the seventh on Daily
giving Ross four bad ones, a stolen base, and
Freudenreich's bad throw to Demmitt to catch
the runner at third.
Rose made a strong bid for a score in both the
eighth and ninth innings, having two men on
bases each time, but the necessary hit was not
forthcoming, and Randall's grounder to E. Boyle
ended the game.
R. P. 1.
A.B. R. H. S.H. P.O. A. E.
Reed, c , 3 o o I 9 I o
Bowsher, c. f., . 5 0 2 0 0 0 o
Randall, 1, 4 0 1 o 8 o o
Daily, p., 3 o c I 0 2 I
Demmitt, 3, 3 o 1 o 2 3 o
Baylor, 1. f., 4 0 2 0 2 0 o
Preudenreich, 2, 3 0 0 I 2 2 3
Stoddard, s 4 0 0 0 1 0 1
Bland, r., 3 0 0 0 0 o
Miner, p , o o o o o o o
— — — — — — —
Total, 32 o 6 3 24 8 6
INDIANA UNIVERSITY.
A.B R. H. S.H. P.O. A. E.
E. Boyle, 2, 4 o I o 2 3 o
Bradbury, 3, 3 o o 0 4 0 o
Clevenger, s., 3 . I o o
.
o 2 o
Ross, if, 3 2 I 0 2 - 0 o
Hall, c f , 3 I I 0 0 0
Aikman, 1, . 4 I 0 o 13 0 2
O'Donnell, C, 4 o 1 o 4 4 0
J. Boyle, r., 4 o 0 0 I 0 o
Way, p. 3 o 0 0 I 5 1
Total, 31 5 4 o 27 14 3
SCORE BY INNINGS.
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R H E


















lost on errors, hits being made after chances had
been given for retiring the side. Both pitchers
were in good form, and each did great work, al-
lowing the same number of hits and striking out
almost the same number of men.
Reed opened the game with a hit past short,
went to second on a wild pitch, and got as far as
third on Penick's error. But the next three men
up were easy outs, and Reed was left on base.
Each side went out in one, two three order,
until the fourth inning, when, w ith two out and
two strikes on the batter, Ritter was hit. Hardy
was safe on Stoddard's fumble, and Fogel, the
next man up, knocked a three-bagger over Bow-
sher's head. Hunter got safe on Randall's fail-
ure to hold Freudenreich's throw, and Penick
cleared the bases with a home run over Baylor's
head, making one of the longest hits ever seen
on Stuart field. Wilson ended the side by a
grounder to Demmitt.
In the next inning, Cohen, the first batter, lifted
the ball for a three-bagger, and then the pretti-
est play of the game occurred. Palmer tried to
bunt Cohen in, but Demmitt, quick as a flash,
scooped the ball up and sent it to Reed in time
to catch Cohen at the plate. It was a great play
and brought fourth rounds of applause from the
audience.
Nothing more of interest occurred, as both
pitchers settled down to work, and in the last
five innings only twelve men batted against Daily
and seventeen against Penick. A fast play by
Ritter in the third cut Reed out of a hit. The
ball went past first out into right field, where it
was returned to Palmer in time to catch the run-
ner at first.
Score:
Struck out—By Daily, ten; by Way, five.
Bases on balls—Off Daily, one; off Way, two. A.B.
R. P. I.
R. H. 5.11. P.O. A.
Hit by pitcher—By Daily, three; by Way, two.
Double play—Freudenreich.
Reed, c , 













Umpire—Harris. Bowsher, c f, 4 o 0 0 4 I 0
Daily, p., 3 o 0 I 0 4 o
PURDUE, 5; R. P. I., 0. Randall, I, 3 0 0 0 II 0 I
It was a sad crowd that returned from Lafay-








































As was the case with Indiana, the game was Total, 30 0 3 I 24 14 3
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PURDUE.
A.B. R. IT. S.H. P.O. A. E.
Wilson, 2, 3 o o 0 1 3 0
Cook, c , 4 0 C. o 6 0
Cohen, s., 4 o I o 2 I 0
Palmer, I, 3 o o I II 0
Ritter, r., 3 I o 0 2 0
Hardy, c f 2 1 2 0 0
Fogel, 1. f., 3 o 0 0 0 0
Hunter, 3, 3 o 0 0
Penick, p., 3 I i 0 I 3 2_
Total, 28 5 3 2 *26 10 2
*Stoddard out—hit by batted ball.
SCORE BY INNINGS.
I 2 3 4 5 7 8 9
R. P. I., 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3
Purdue, o 0 0 5 0 0 0 5 3 2
Three-base hits—Cohen, Fogel.
Home run—Penick.
Struck out—By Daily, four; by Renick, six.
Wild pitch—Penick.
Hit by pitcher—By Daily, two, by Penick, one.
Bases on balls—By Daily, two.
Left on bases—Rose, four; Purdue. three.
Umpire—Idleyorg.
Photo by Hill, '04.
I. S. N. 2, Vs. R. P. 1. 15.
As expected, R. P. I. won an easy game when
she lined up against the State Normal on April
30. Even the score does not show the relative
difference between the two teams, as I. S. N.
got both its runs- on errors, while Rose lost sev-
eral chances to score by bad base running. Daily
started in to pitch for Rose, but retired in the
scventh inning in favor of Demmitt, who did not
allow the Teachers either a hit or a run, and only
issued one pass to first. Phares was in the box
for I. S. N., and was pounded hard after the first
inning. The scoring began in the second inning
on Randall's drive to the left fielder, which that
gentleman promptly dropped. Demmitt got safe
on a fielder's choice and both scored on Stod-
da-rd's timely hit over third. Three runs were
made in each of the next three innings, while
BASEBALL TEAM, 1904.
Top Row; McBride, r.f.; Randall, lb.; Mullett, (Mgr.); Freudenreich, 2b.; Miner, sub.; Bland, sub.
Bottom Row. Stoddard, s.s.; Bowsher, c.f.; Daily, p. (Capt.); Reed, a.; Demmitt, 3b.; Baylor, 1.f.
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the Normalites were blanked until the sixth and
seventh innings, when errors let in two runs.
Rose seemed to score at will, as three more tal-
lies were credited on the elephant in the seventh
and one in the eighth. Normal could do nothing
with Demmitt's delivery in the eighth or ninth
inning, and the game closed with a score of 15
to 2 in favor of R. P. I.
Demmitt's batting was a feature of the game,
the sturdy third baseman landing on the ball for
three bases and then for a home run.
R. P. I.
Reed, c., . .
Baylor, 1 f, 
.....
Bowsher, C. f., ....
Daily, p. and 3, 
Randall, 1, . 
Demmitt, 3 and p.,  














A.B. R. H. S.H. P.O.
2 2 o 8
1 o o
I 2 0 0
2 I 0 0
0 12
3 2 0 I
O 0 o 3
2 1 0 I
3 2 0 0












A.B. R. H. S.H. P.O. A. E.
Mitchell, 1, 2 I 0 0 8 o 1
Halstead, I. f., ... 3 o o 0 4 o
Saul, s,  2 0 0 0 0 3 I
Spencer, 3,  4 o o o 2 I 0
4 0 0 t/ 0 0 2
4 I I o I o o
4 o o o I 2 2
4 0 2 0 8 I 3
4 o o o o 3 o
Total,  31 - 2 3 o 24 10 10
Meadlock, r., 






R. P 1, 




Struck out—By Daily, four; by Demmitt, two; by Phares, seven.
Bases on balls—By Daily, four; by Demmitt, one; by Phares, four.
Passed balls—Reed, three; Comer two.
Stolen bases—Bowsher, three; Daily, Demmett, Stoddard, Mc-
Bride, Mitchell.
Innings pitched—Daily, seven; Demmitt, two; Phares, eight.
I 2 3 4
O 2 3 3




7 8 9 R 11 E
3 I * 15 11 7
I 0 0 2 3 10
KENTUCKY STATE COLLEGE, vs. R. P. 1.
Kentucky State was defeated by the local team
on May 4, after one of the most exciting games
ever seen on the local campus. Everything went
well until the ninth inning, when, with a score
of 4 to 2 against them, State went in for a vic-
tory and almost pulled the fat out of the fire, for
when the smoke had cleared away the score was
K. S. C. 6, vs. R. P. I. 4, and it was up to the
gcx-e men to make three scores to win. That
they did so is a matter of history, and this is how
it occurred:
Kentucky scored one in the first inning, when
Darling got four bad ones, went to second on a
passed ball and scored on Montgomery's hit. R.
P. I. more than evened this up in the next in-
ning, when Daily got a walk and Randall was
hit. Daily scored on Freudenreich's hit and
Randall came home on Stoddard's corking single
over short. Again, in the fourth, Demmitt sin-
gled, stole second and came in on McBride's hit
through St. John. " Mac " also stole second and
scored on Baylor's hit for two bases.
Kentucky added another in the fifth. Grady
was hit, and advanced to second on Darling's hit
between first and second which Randall should
have gotten.
With a score of 4 to 2 against them in the
ninth, St. John hit safely, the ball bouncing over
Randall's head and went to third on Geary's two-
sacker. Daily's wild pitch let in St. John, but
Geary was caught at home by Freudenreich in
handling Rule's grounder. Rule stole second
and third and Matthews was hit. Grady hit one
safe, Rule scoring. Downing hit to right and
both men came home on McBride's overthrow to
Reed in attempting to cut Grady off at home.
Darling ended the scoring by sending one to
Demmitt. For Rose, Stoddard hit safe, Mc-
Bride beat out a bunt and Reed was hit, filling
the bases. Baylor was an easy out on an infield
fly, but both Stoddard and McBride scored on
Darling's error in handling Bowsher's drive.
Reed brought in the winning run when Daily's
grounder was not properly handled.
Freudenreich's work at second was a feature,
cutting off several hits and participating in a fast
double play at a critical moment of the game.
Score:
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R. P. I.
A.B. R. IL S.H. P.O. A. E.
Reed, c, i i o 0 II I I
Baylor, 1 f, 4 o - I 0 2 o a
Bowsher, c. f , 5 0 o o o o o
Daily, p., 4 o o o 2 I
Randall, 1, 3 o 0 7 o o
Demmitt 3 
.
3 I o 3 I I
Freudenreich, 2, . . 4 o I o 3 3 o


















A.B. R. H. S. H.
Downing, 1. f., . 5 I 2 o 1
Darling, s., . • 4 I 2 o
Montgomery, r., . • • • • 4 o I 0
T. Geary, 2, . . • • • • 4 o o o I I
St. John, I,  3 1 i o 8 o
R. Geary, c. f. and p., . 4 o o 2 o
Rule, 3,  3 n 1 0 2
Matthews, p.,  4 o o t 2
Grady, c.,  2 2 0 0 10 I
Total,  33 6- 8 I - *25- 10
*One out when winning run was scored.
SCOR E "BY INNINGS.
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 RHE
R. P. I., . . - . . . . 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 3






Innings pitched—By Daily, nine; by Matthews, six; by Geary,
three.
Two-base hits—Baylor. R. Geary.
Bases on balls—Off Daily, two; off Matthews, five; off Geary, one.
Struck out—By Daily, nine; by Matthews, six; by Geary, three.
Double plays—Freudenreich to Stoddard to Randall.
Wild pitch —Daily.
Passed ball—Reed, Grady.
Stolen bases—Rose, eight; K. S. C., three.
Hit by pitcher—By Daily, two; by Matthews, one; by Geary, one.
Umpire—Reed.
FRESHMAN INTER-SECTION MEET.
On the afternoon of April 23, the long-talked-
of athletic meet between the two sections of the
Freshman class took place, and proved to be
quite interesting. Several new men were seen in
track clothes.
Trueblood and Douthett were the stars for
their respective sections, each whining in the
neighborhood of twenty points. " Dude " Bran-
non easily won the hammer throw and standing
broad jump. Post won the mile, Unckrich the
running broad, the hundred and the low hurdles,
and Crevoisie the shot put. Hannum surprised
everybody, himself included, by winning second
in the high jump at 4 feet 10 inches, as he had
never before tried jumping.
Although the records made were not unusually
good, the meet was very encouraging, as very
few of the contestants had done any systematic
training. Several of those who showed up well
haYe been out regularly, and give promise of
doing some good work before the end of the sea-
son.
STATEMENT OF I. C. A. L. COMMITTEE.
Through a misunderstanding as to the man-
agement of the Tennis Tournament, Mr. Trow-
bridge was appointed chairman of the tennis
committee by the Rose Athletic Directors, while
Mr. Eastwood was appointed to the same posi-
tion by the I. C. A. L. meet committee.
Upon learning the circumstance, Trowbridge
at once resigned..
The difficulty reflects in no way on Mr. Trow-.
bridge, and his resignation was purely voluntary.
I. C. A. L. MEET COMMITTEE.
Photo by Hill, '04.
The team that won first place in the intercollegiate relay race at
Louisville, April 9, 1904.
MODEST TT. A. LEE. TRTJEBLOOD. JOHNSON.
R. P. I. RELAY TEAM.
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WEAR YOUR " R"s.
In order to be successful in athletics it is well
to make the college emblem an honorary insignia.
When you meet a man wearing the letter " R "
you may be sure that you see a man who has
worked hard for Rose. The following are those
who have won the " R " and who are at college
at this time:
CLASS OF 1904.
J. H. Barbazette. B. Katzenbach.
W. H. Bowsher. E. H. McFarland.
C. Brannon. W. H. Randall.
F. W. Hahn, J. N. Ross.
CLASS OF 1905.
J. 0. Bland. H. Parr.
C. B. Cook. C. R. Peddle.
J. E. Daily. M. R. Reed.
W. R. Heick. C. B. Speaker.
E. E. Larkins. E. K. Stoddard.
J. S. McBride.
CLASS OF 1906.
R. W. Benbridge. J. M. Johnson.
G. G. Brooks. A. W. Lee.
C. R. Demmitt. R. Thurman.
A. B. Freudenreich.
CLASS OF 1907.
C. Douthett. H. Shickel.
C. N. Trueblood.
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M. 13. VS ROSE.
The Crowd:—Reed!! Demmitt!!!
Deacon:—Before me, my dear Demmittsky.
Demmittsky:—May all the honor be yours.
Deacon:—No, my dear Demmittsky, 'twas
meant for you.
Demmittsky:—Don't be so modest, my—
(Ball lands.)





THE SMILE THAT WON'T COME OFF.
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"What did the elephant say?"
:`That's what?"
"What's what?"
"Rose 15, Normal 2."
Somebody suggested that we play them a game
of bean-bags. Good idea!
How would you like to umpire a game of ball
in Germany? To call a foul ball you would have
to say, "Danebengegangener schlecht-abgeblitz-
ter Ball."
Baseball player, to Mullet:—"Say, ain't you
going to buy us any gum?"
Mullet:—"By gum, I nearly forgot that."
The track team captured five silver medals at
the Louisville meet.
Wiley, formerly of '06, is reporter on the Star.
Jo:—"This is called a postoffice box, because
it is used chiefly for Wheatstone bridge work."
Prof. Williams:—"I'll not assign any new les-
son for next time. I'll furnish the paper."
Rachel; in Chemical lab.:—"Say, Gerst, have
you got a borax bead you can lend me?"
Hath:—"The pendulum of a clock is a very
striking illustration of this law."
The Aurora Indefiendent, in describing a child's
first birthday party, says: "Those present will
long remember the lovely birthday cake, with its
one lighted pink candle, which, when cut, was
eagerly devoured by the little people."
• Soph:--"After I had typhoid, I was so thin
that I had to stand twice in the sunlight to cast
a shadow."
Small child, seeing a party of Freshmen civils
returning with several flag-poles:—"Oh, look,
mamma, the Polytechnics have been out fish-
ing!"
Orr, '07, has been made a member of P. I. E. S.
HEARD AT A SHOW.
"Why are Eighth street cars like bananas?"
"Because some are yellow, some are green,
and they come in bunches."
Soph:—"The moment of the whole equals the
the moment of the sum of its parts."
White:—"Professor, this lamp consumes a cur-
rent of half an ammeter."
Johnnie, on trip to Louisville:—"Look, fel-
lows, five pretty girls in the window, there. 0,
now they're gone."
Conductor, opening the door:—"Seymour next
station."
"Grasshopper" 'Johnson says that the corn
grew so high in Kansas last year that they had
to keep the locomotive headlights lit all the
time.
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At Holden' s:—"Why, sir, you are getting bald
on top. Have you tried our hair restorer?"
Customer: "Ng, it wasn't that that made it
fall out."
Besides winning a medal while in Louisville,
Trueblood gained the new nickname "preach."
Several young ladies to whom he was introduced
mistook him for a "theological student."
Dr. White:—"What is meant by symmetry?"
-Soph:—"That's a place where they bury dead
people."
Hath:—"This is one-fourth of the ellipse. The
other four quarters are just like it."
Kelsall, at about 5:80 P. M.:—"I hope today
will be a nice day."
A certain young man of great gumption
'Mongst cannibals had the presumption
To go—but alack,
He never came back;
They say 'twas a case of consumption.
—[Yale Record.
Jo:—"I think we have absorbed enough time
on this.' 
Baylor, '06, and Stalker, '07, have been initi-
ated into the M. E. P.
Modesitt, as train pulled into Louisville:—
"We've been training all afternoon, haven't
we?"
"Preach:"—"Yes, and we've had a coach."
Fuqua, '06, has gone to New Mexico for his
health.
The editor of the Skidtnore Sentinel says that
when you meet a doctor, he asks "How are
you?" A newspaper man inquires "What do
you know?" The lawyer asks "What have you
got?" while the preacher says "Where are you
going?" This last one is the hardest to answer.
"Shyster:"—"This is 1.2 milograms thick."
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Many of the Freshmen in their Chemistry
exam tried to make Dr. White believe that water
of crystallization is ice.
In French:—"All in favor of cutting, say
aye."
Whole class:—"Aye, aye! !"
"Anarchist:"—"Motion carried; just for the
sake of our dear teacher."
Jo:—"How did you did it?"
The Symphony Club concert was a fine suc-
cess. It is to be hoped that the next time the
Orchestra will be given more numbers on the
program.
"Biscuits" Hanley is doing some great politi-
cal work at the present writing.
Wicky, referring to Ryan, called him "that
elderly gentleman next to Mr. Thurman." Ryan
has since shaved 'em off.
When your head's about to bust,
Tangling up your cogs and cams,
And your wheels are clogged with rust—
When your plugging for exams,
My! what honors you could gain,
If some genius would but tell
How to charge your empty brain
Like a secondary cell!
Max Barker, who was at home for several
weeks, on account of sickness, has returned and
resumed his studies.
While in Louisville the members of the track
team visited the power house of the railway com-
pany, and were shown through by Mr. Grovener,
formerly connected with the Rose Poly shops.
HEARD AT THE NORMAL GAME.
First Rooter:—"Hay, Normals, where's that
brass band you were going to bring?".
Second Rooter—"They've brought their brass,
but left the band at home."
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Mr. McGibeny:—"Is Mr. Morrow coming to-
night?"
Landrum:—"I was talking to Morrow today,
and told him to come tonight. Here he is now."
Ambrosio:—"Lend me your knife."
"What do you want to do with it?"
"I am going to cut Calculus."
Canfield, pointing to the keg of witchhazel:—
"Aye, there's the rub."
The field meet between the two sections of the
Freshman class was very interesting, and helped
to bring out some good new material. Section
B won by the score of 68 to 49.
Great excitement prevailed in the laboratory,
the other day. The seismogiaph registered a vio-
lent earthquake, and several members of the fac-
ulty came rushing down to tell the Doctor about
it. While they were discussing the nature of the
phenomenon in the office, the last words of a blue
streak came floating in through the open door,
and upon looking out the window, the learned
men discovered Mack sitting on the bottom step,
to which he had rather unexpectedly descended.
Doc (explaining viscosity of water):—"What
would happen if you went in swimming?"
Freshman:—"I'd get wet."
Doc:—Perhaps, if you were reasonably clean."
Jojo, to Juniors:—"I can tolerate a thief, but
I will not put up with a man who willfully
breaks apparatus."
To Sophs, the next day:—"I 'often break ap-
paratus on purpose, just to give you fellows a
job."
Falley, telling the class about turbines:—"The
water flewed through the gate."
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There is something wrong with Hill. He went
into a barber shop the other day, took off his
coat and collar, went to the bootblack's chair and
got a shine. After he was through, he put on his
collar and coat again, and went home. He must
be in love.
Freshman, in English:—"The reason that a
river changes its course is that the channel moves
along and strikes the opposite bank."
Wicky, to Sec. B:—"My, but this is a fine af-
ternoon. I wish the other section would cut."
Fifteen minutes later:—"I wonder why those
rascals cut. They might at least have let me
know beforehand."
Customer:—"Say, I want some eggs."
Grocer:—"In a hurry?"
Customer:—"Yes, I want 'em bad."
Grocer:—Then you'd better go across the
street to the other grocery. Everything we keep
is good."
Leedy:—Do steam tur-beans require boilers
like steam engines?"
WHAT DID THE ELEPHANT SAY?
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Water Purification.
pRACTICAL experience has shown that the useof soft water has greatly reduced the amount
of boiler repairs. It is an established fact that
boilers using soft water give very little trouble from
leaky flues. A superintendent of motive power has
stated that since the installation of 17 water soften-
ing plants on a busy division of his road, 12 boiler-
makers are now required to keep up the boiler repairs
where 23 were needed before the plants were installed.
The chief engineer of another railroad that has 10
water softening plants in operation on one division
has stated that these plants are removing 2,790 pounds of
incrusting solids from the water per day, and that the
saving in boiler repairs alone warrants the expenditure
of the amount necessary to treat the waters. Another
railroad has recently completed new repair shops that are
strictly modern in every respect. In designing the
boiler shop the floor space was made considerably less
than the average for repair shops of similar capacity.
This road has installed 10 watet-softening plants, and has
found from practical experience with them that the re-
pairs to boilers were so much decreased that it would not
be necessary, in order to keep up their boilers, to build a
boiler shop of the usual capacity.--(Report to American
Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association.
The Manufacture of Calcium Carbide.
AN IMPROVED ELECTROLYTIC METHOD OF PRODUCING
CALCIUM CARBIDE AT MODERATE TEMPERATURE
Henri Moissan—Comptes Rendus.
IT has 
long been recognized that the commercial use of
acetylene in the arts, both for purposes of illumina-
tion and for heating, as in the recently developed
acetylene-oxygen blowpipe, must be largely dependent
upon the cost of calcium carbide from which the gas is
made. Since the actual amount of electrical energy re-
quired for the production of a definite amount of calcium
carbide in the electrical furnace can be accurately com-
puted, the minimum cost can be determined, and this
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Cost has heretofore been too great to permit of the exten-
sive use of acetylene, its applications being consequently
limited. In a communication recently made to the
French Academy M. Moissan, whose share in the origin-
al development of the carbide and acetylene industries is
well known, describes a new method for the production
of calcium carbide, which, while at present only a labor-
atory process, may be capable of development to com-
mercial proportions.
It has already been demonstrated by M. Moissan that
in the present method of producing calcium carbide in
the electric furnace, the carbon reduces the lime only
when the latter has reached the liquid state. This fact
necessitates the employment of extremely high tempera-
tures, involving the use of the electric furnace, with its
attendant inconveniences and expense. M. Moissan has
also shown, however, that metallic calcium will combine
with finely divided carbon at a dull red heat, producing
pure crystaline calcium carbide. It follows that when
calcium is electrolytically produced in the presence of
carbon at the temperature of low red the result will be
the formation of carbide. Two methods of applying
this principle are described by M. Moissan, both of these
having been experimentally demonstrated 133 him.
The first expeiiment consists in the use of a graphite
crucible for a container and at the same time serving as
the positive pole, this being supplied with calcium chlo-
ride, into which a vertical negative electrode of carbon is
inserted. After the charge has been fused by the pass-
age of an arc the electrolysis is continued by the passage
of a current of 10 to 15 amperes at 120 volts A crust
soon forms upon the fused mass, protecting it from the
air, while chlorine is freely disengaged and calcium set
free, fresh portions of calcium chloride being successively
added. The resistance of the bath varies continually,
this being probably due to the formation of a sub-chloride
under the varying conditions of the electrolysis. In
about an hour the crucible may be broken, when a crys-
talline mass is found, which, when projected into water,
liberates a gaseous mixture of hydrogen and acetylene.
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Examination shows the mass to consist of calcium and
and calcium carbide formed from attack upon the elec-
trodes.
The second process is a modification of the first by the
addition of about 20 per cent. of calcium fluoride to the
chloride. This gives a much more fluid bath which con-
ducts the current very uniformly. Brilliant crystals of
calcium form upon the carbon electrode, as may be seen
with a magnifying glass, and these, in contact with
water, give off hydrogen mixed with acetylene. By add-
ing to the mixture a certain quantity of petroleum coke
in the form of a coarse powder, the electrolysis will pro-
ceed as before, but the proportion of carbide will be
notably increased. By stirring the fused mass during
the operation, in order to bring the carbon into continual
contact with the bath, a mass will be produced, which,
in contact with water, liberates hydrogen containing
from 35 to 50 per cent. of acetylene.
If the direction of the current is reversed the
deposit of fused salts containing the calcium and the
carbide will be found adhering to the walls of the cru-
cible, and in this case the hydrogen liberated by plung-
ing the mass in water is found to contain as much as 65
per cent. of acetylene. By washing in alcohol the crys-
tals of calcium and of calcium chloride may be separated.
These experiments go to prove that calcium carbide
may, under suitable conditions, be produced during a
secondary reaction, at a temperature of about 650° C.,
determined by the therino-electric couple.
As M. Moissan remarks, these are but laboratory ex-
periments, and their practical application does not itntne-
diately appear, but it must be remembered that the early
experiments of Wilson were originally directed to the
production of metallic calcium, and that resulting calcium
carbide was a secondary matter. The electrolytic action
in the production of aluminum is a case not greatly dif-
ferent from these- recent experiments of Moissan with
calcium, and there is reason to believe that a repetition
of his investigations upon a large scale may lead to re-
sults of commercial importance.—[Eng. Magazine.
Radium in Treatment of Blindness.A4 4 BOUT a month ago the German press announced
that Prof. London was occupied in St. Peters-
burg in ascertaining the effects of radium rays
on blind eyes, and that he had hopes by this means of
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restoring the power of sight. As the Emperor William
evinced considerable interest in the professor's researches
the Minister of Public Instruction requested Prof. Greeff,
director of the eye clinic at La Charite, to study the
effects of radium on healthy and diseased eyes and report
thereon.
"In the last number of the Deutsche Medicaler Woch-
enschrift, Prof. Greeff describes his experiments. As
regards the effect of radium on healthy eyes, he shows
that this is apparent when the radium preparation is.
brought within about 10 cm. of the eye. The eye then
suddenly becomes aware of a strange, faint, pale green
luminosity which gets dimmer as the preparation is with-
drawn. The patient is unable to say whence the rays
proceed. At the beginning of the illumination the retina
is not immediately affected by the rays--the effect of
light is created by the fact that certain parts of the eye,
especially the crystalline lens, are rendered fluorescent by
the radium, and of this the retina becomes conscious.
In regard to the action of radium rays on blind eyes, says
Prof. Greeff, we must, before all, take into consideration
--whether completely sightless or still in possession of
some remnant of vision. The latter are generally classed
as blind because their powers of sight are so limited that
they are, for all practical purposes, the same. Physio-
logically, however, there is a considerable difference in
so far as in one case there is a consciousness of light, in
the other none.
"Prof. London neglected to test the patient's conscious-
ness of light in each case, whence it followed that the
blind persons whom he tried with radium rays furnished
negative or contradictory data. If by chance he fell upon
a patient who still possessed a vestige of sight, the pa-
tient was able to perceive the effect of the radium. Prof.
London then tried, by presenting shadow pictures, letters,
etc., on a transparent screen illuminated by radiant to
bring these objects within comprehension of the blind
patient. By this means the eye of a blind man still able
to distinguish light from darkness gained the sensation
of being able to see large objects. This sensation--and
this is the decisive factor—can also be obtained by the
substitution for the radium and the fluorscent screen of a
petroleum lamp and a dark shade. He has, therefore,
come to the conclusion that radium rays have no specific
effect."—[European edition of the New York Herald.

